We present the results of a high resolution near infrared adaptive optics survey of the young obscured star forming region NGC 2024. Out of the total 73 stars detected in the adaptive optics survey of the cluster, we find 3 binaries and one triple. The resulting companion star fraction, 7±3% in the separation range of 0.
than the low multiplicity Trapezium, yet smaller than the dark clouds where multiple star systems dominate. NGC 2024 is a spectacular H II emission region in the Orion (Lynds 1630) molecular cloud, and is about 15
′ to the east of ζ Ori at a distance of ∼415 pc. (Anthony-Twarong 1982; Brown, de Geus & de Zeeuw 1994) . It also contains an embedded cluster of young stars (Grasdalen 1974) . The central region of the cluster is obscured by a dark lane; a protrusion of dense material from the background cloud results in a significant visual extinction (A v ∼10-20 magnitudes, Barnes 1989; Meyer 1996) toward the cluster core.
Inspection of Digitized Sky Survey images and archival HST data reveal no stars detectable in visible light toward the core of the cluster. For this reason, most of the infrared sources in NGC 2024 are likely cluster members. Furthermore, contamination by background stars is small because of the region's large column density of background molecular material and high latitude (b ∼ 16 • ) toward the galactic anti-center. In section 2 we discuss the details of the observations, the method of data reduction, and the sensitivity and results of the AO corrected data. We present and the results of the multiplicity survey in §3 and discuss briefly the stellar population of the NGC 2024 cluster in §4.
Observations
The observations for this project were made on 3 and 4 November 1998 at the Canada-France-Hawaii 3.6 meter telescope on Mauna Kea. We used the facility AO system PUEO, the Adaptive Optics Bonnette, which is a 19 element curvature sensing system (Rigaut et al. 1994 ) with KIR, the AO camera which contains a 1024 × 1024 HAWAII detector (Doyon et al. 1998 ). We used a K ′ filter and a plate scale of 0. ′′ 0348 per pixel. A total of 12 fields, each 35. ′′ 6 on a side, were observed with the AO system using NGC 2024 IRS 1 (R ∼ 11 mag; Star AO 33 in Table 1 ) and AO 25 (IRS 12 from Barnes et al. 1989 ; R ∼ 15 mag) as reference stars. Four frames of the cluster core were observed without adaptive optics, as suitable reference stars could not be identified within ∼45 ′′ of the target region because of the very large obscuration at wavelengths required for wavefront correction.
Four observations in a 5 ′′ square dithered pattern were made for each of the AO fields at integration times of 2 seconds and 60 seconds. The images were flat-fielded and the median value of each pixel was determined to produce a frame used for sky subtraction. To create long and short exposure frames at each field position, the images were registered, shifted, and combined using reduction procedures in IRAF. A point spread function (PSF) was generated from the single stars in each frame. Photometry was done both with a 1. ′′ 6 circular aperture and by fitting the PSF to all of the stars using the DAOPHOT routines.
For single stars, the results from these two methods were always consistent to within two tenths of a magnitude. Bright stars (K ′ < ∼8) were saturated in the long exposure image, so their magnitudes were determined by comparison with fainter stars that were detected in both the long and short exposure frames.
photometry to be ± ∼0.08 magnitudes. Figure 1 shows the final mosaic of the 16 data frames; its total area is ∼4.8 square arc minutes. Figure 2 plots the detected stars in pixel (x,y) coordinates (see also Table   1 ). Approximately 3.7 square arcminutes of the mosaic image is AO corrected (see Figure   1 ). On these images, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the wavefront reference star PSF was 0. ′′ 17, very close to the diffraction limit of the CFHT in the K ′ -band. Meyer (1996) to epoch 2000 and were doublechecked for accuracy by pixel offsets from the astrometric position of NGC 2024 IRS 1 (AO 33). The isoplanatic patch for these observations was ∼35 ′′ ; the 5σ completeness limit within a 35 ′′ radius of the AO 33 reference star is ∼18.6, and is ∼18.2 for frames obtained using AO 25 for correction. We estimate our overall completeness to be K ′ =17.7 mag, this is the 5σ detection limit at the outer edge of the AO survey, ∼55
′′ from AO 25. Figure 4 shows the distribution of K ′ magnitudes of the 94 stars we detected toward NGC 2024.
In the deep exposure adaptive optics frames, the bright stars (K ′ < 9) all have associated ghost images at a position angle of ∼300
• and separation of ∼11 ′′ . These ghosts are out of focus back reflections off the PUEO dichroic and are of much lower Strehl than -7 -the point sources in the AO field. Since the ghosts were easily identifiable, they were all removed from the mosaic image (Figure 1 ). Overplotted in Figure 4 is the distribution of the integrated magnitude of the ghosts associated with the bright stars in the field. We have photometered the ghost images and found a signal-to-noise > 3 on four that have K ′ magnitudes > 17.7. The faintest star we detect toward the cluster has a K ′ magnitude of 16.62 (AO 41) and signal-to-noise of ∼25, and the faintest ghost has a total K ′ magnitude of 18.6 and an integrated signal-to-noise of ∼4.
The Multiplicity of NGC 2024
Of the 94 stars detected in the total survey sample, we find 78 single stars, 5 binaries and 2 triples in the separation range 0. ′′ 18 to 2. ′′ 3 (75-950 AU). The lower limit is defined by the closest system detected, and the upper bound corresponds to the limit adopted for the survey of Padgett, Strom & Ghez (1997 probably not associated with the other three because it is further away (2. ′′ 9 away from AO 67) and it is redder based on the J, H and K-band photometry of Meyer (1996) . The faintest binary star system that we detect is AO 63/64, at magnitudes of 13.32 and 13.38, respectively. Figure 5f and 5g present systems detected in frames without AO correction.
Combining the non-AO sample with the adaptive optics data results in a lower sensitivities to faint companions. The limiting magnitude for the detection of single stars in the non-AO frames is ∼14.4 mag. Thus, in order to ensure completeness to companions with a mass ratio down to q∼0.1 in the non-adaptive optics frames (∆K ′ =3.3 magnitudes), only single stars brighter than 11.1 can be considered for the statistics. Subsequently, if
we combined the AO and non-AO frames and analyzed them for multiplicity in different separation ranges, we would only be able to consider stars with K ′ -band magnitudes greater than 11.1 for mass ratio completeness. This introduces unnecessarily low sensitivity limits on the adaptive optics images. Hence, for statistical analysis of the multiplicity, we consider only the 73 stars detected in the frames observed with adaptive optics correction. This restriction excludes the binary and triple system shown in Figure 5f and 5g.
To estimate the number of multiples which could be chance projections through the cluster, we analyze the surface density as a function of stellar separation using the method of Simon (1997; Figure 6 ). At large separations, the surface density Σ(θ) versus separation θ represents the large-scale density distribution of the underlying cluster. On the smaller scale, the break in the Σ(θ) curve is significant at the ∼2.5 sigma level and represents the separation in which binaries become an important contribution to the surface density of stars (Larson 1995; Simon 1997) . For the 73 stars detected in the AO frames, Figure 6 shows that the break occurs at ∼2 ′′ , a projected linear separation of ∼830 AU, in agreement with the 2. ′′ 3 upper bound adopted for the AO data. For separations greater than this value, the distribution of stars appears random with a roughly constant surface density,
It is important to determine the sensitivity to companion brightness and separation in order to assess the completeness of the survey. In practice, the sensitivity to companions decreases with decreasing angular separation from a central star. Additionally, the sensitivity to NGC 2024 members decreases with increasing distance from the adaptive optics wavefront reference star because of anisoplanatic effects. In Figure 7 we present the sensitivity (∆K ′ ) versus angular separation for three stars at varying distances from the AO guide star. The sensitivity at the projected separation from the central star is essentially the limiting magnitude; five times the standard deviation over the mean counts in each 0. ′′ 13 wide (4 pixel) annuli. Naturally, ∆K ′ depends on the magnitude of the star for which it is determined. For this reason, we have also included in Figure 7 the sensitivity curve for a faint (K ′ = 15.60) star. This star was 53 ′′ from the wavefront reference star; the sensitivity to companions at large separations (> 3 ′′ ) around this star confirms our overall magnitude completeness limit of K ′ =17.7 (see Figure 7 ). Over-plotted as triangles in the figure is the ∆K ′ versus angular separation for all possible primary-companion permutations with separations less than 3. ′′ 5 detected in the survey (i.e., the "quadruple star" presented
in Figure 5e appears as four different primary-companion systems).
We tested further the accuracy of the sensitivity curves in Figure 7 in two ways:
1) We subtracted an average PSF from a single star and added five times the average of the absolute value residual counts in each of the annuli. This gave a second estimate of the limiting magnitude. The sensitivity at each separation using this method was typically fainter by a few tenths of a magnitude than that presented in Figure 6 .
2) We constructed binary models based on the ∆K ′ and companion separations presented in Figure We believe that the sensitivity curves presented in Figure 7 are conservative estimates. to be associated, there is a 1.3% probability for stars which are not physically associated to be mistaken for a multiple system. Out of the 73 stars detected in the AO corrected frames, we find three binaries and one triple in this separation range (Figure 5a , c, d and e) and for statistical purposes one of these must be considered a chance projection. For this case, the companion star fraction (csf), the total number of companions per primary star, is defined as:
Where B is the number of binaries, T is the number of triples, S is the number of singles and C is the number of companions which are likely chance projections. The csf for NGC 2024 is (3+2-1)/(54+3+1) = 7±3%. The number of single stars used in our statistical analysis excludes 6 bright sources that are likely more massive than 1 solar mass. We also exclude five single stars that are too faint for detection of a 0.1 mass ratio companion in the separation range we define. The uncertainty in the csf is derived from Poisson statistics.
We follow the statistical analysis described by Duchêne (1999) Based on this sample size and using the analysis method of Duchêne (1999), we estimate a companion star fraction of 11±4.0% for NGC 2024 by excluding two companions detected by Padgett, Strom & Ghez (1997) in the statistics; one companion is fainter than the q∼0.1 mass limit and 1 is likely a chance projection. Because of the large uncertainties from the small number statistics involved, the difference in multiplicity between this value and the one we derive for our AO survey is less than 1σ.
Of the 8 binaries identified by Padgett, Strom & Ghez (1997) , we clearly detect four (AO 16/20, AO 23/24, AO 17/18 and AO 54/55) and another two are out of the field of view of our survey. We do not detect two companions, faint counterparts to AO 8 and AO 5, that are discovered at a 5 and 2.5σ confidence level in their study. If we apply a F814W to K ′ correction based on the magnitudes of the primaries, both companions would have K ′ magnitudes of ∼17.5. These stars are closer than 0. ′′ 45 from their respective primaries and were fainter than the detection limit of our AO survey at these separations. and its efficiency at forming multiple star systems, as previously discussed in the works of Prosser et al. (1994) and Bouvier, Rigaut & Nadeau (1997) . The figure also indicates that establishing a relationship between companion star fraction and the density of a star forming region at a reasonable level of significance will require sample sizes much larger than those achieved thus far.
The Stellar Population of NGC 2024
AO 33 and AO 92 are the brightest infrared sources toward NGC 2024, they are the NGC 2024 IRS # 1 and # 2 sources of Grasdalen (1974) , respectively. A turnover at K ∼ 12 mag was first discovered toward NGC 2024 by Lada et al. (1991) . Hodapp (1994) and Meyer (1996) also found a similar magnitude distribution. In Figure 4 , the K ′ brightness distribution of the detected sources peaks at ∼12 mag. Out of the total 94 stars detected in the survey, only 4 are fainter than ∼15 magnitude. Our detection of ghost images down to (and beyond) the estimated magnitude completeness suggests that there is not a large stellar or sub-stellar population of NGC 2024 members in the range of 16<K ′ <18 that was missed by our survey.
It is not possible to characterize the nature of the objects we have detected in detail because our observations were made in only one photometric band. In the absence of color information, we cannot distinguish between a population of reddened low mass stars and a population of brown dwarfs. We note, however, that according to Baraffe et al.'s (1998) models, a 1 million year old star at the substellar boundary should have an unobscured K-band magnitude of ∼13 at the distance of NGC 2024. A star at the substellar boundary, observed through the average extinction of ∼2 mag at K (Meyer 1996) , would therefore appear to be ∼15 mag in our survey. However, out of the total 94 stars detected in our study, we find only four that are fainter than K ′ = 15 mag. This suggests that a significant population of brown dwarfs, comparable to those recently discovered toward the Trapezium (Luhman et al. 2000; Lucas et al. 2000; has eluded our survey of the cluster core. Comerón, Reike & Reike (1996) studied the low mass population of NGC 2024 and found numerous sources in the region that have K-band magnitudes greater than ∼15.
They classify many of these as brown dwarf candidates down to 0.04 solar masses, based on the sub-stellar models of Burrows et al. (1993) . Levine et al. (2002) observable as an overdensity of brown dwarfs in the periphery of the cluster. Hence, we believe NGC 2024 is a good candidate for follow-up observations to test for gradients in the detectability of brown dwarfs in various regions in the cluster.
Summary
We observed a total area of 4.8 square arcminutes toward the young embedded cluster NGC 2024 and detected 94 stars in total, 73 in frames observed with adaptive optics correction. In the separation range of 0. ′′ 35 to 2. ′′ 3 for the AO frames, we find 3 binaries and 1 triple for a companion star fraction of 7±3%. The multiplicity of NGC 2024 is not significantly different from that expected from the solar-type stars in the local field.
Moreover, we find a turn-over in the magnitude distribution of stars at a magnitude of ∼12, and comparably few faint members.
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f) and g) were in frames where the AO was turned off. radius PSF was subtracted. The field of view is 2 ′′ ×2 ′′ and the apparent "disk-like" emission is an artifact of the AO corrected image. To demonstrate the residual structure, this image is displayed from -100% to 100% of the peak flux. Overplotted is a contour plot of the image residuals, contour levels are 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90% of the peak. Fig. 8b -The same 12.1 magnitude star after subtraction of a 0. ′′ 9 radius PSF but a "companion" has been added to test the derived binary sensitivity curve. Fig. 8b is a contour plot of the residual emission, again the field of view is ′′ ×2 ′′ and the contour levels are 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90% of the peak.
The companion has a ∆ K ′ of 4 magnitudes and a separation of ∼0. ′′ 6. The position angle was chosen to correspond with the peaks of the emission after model subtraction (observed in Figure 8a ). The faint companion is easily detectable in the image. 
